Automated measurement of myofiber disarray in transgenic mice with ventricular expression of ras.
Quantitative assessment of myofiber disarray associated with diseases such as familial hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (FHC) can be performed by estimating local angular deviation of fiber orientation in histologic sections. The large number of measurements required to estimate angular deviation prohibits manual measurement. We describe methods for automated measurement of local orientation and angular deviation in tissue sections from transgenic mice with ventricular expression of ras, proposed as a model of FHC. Images of histologic tissue sections from normal and transgenic mice were analyzed using image processing techniques to estimate local orientation of myofibers. Results from the automated methods were compared with manual measurements. Automated methods estimated differing mean orientation in 7-20% of normal sections and 17-29% of transgenic tissue sections with differing dispersions in 23-30% of normal sections and 25% of transgenic tissue sections. Automated methods estimate 24.47+/-13.03% of total ventricular mass affected by disarray that is comparable to a previous estimate of 21.7% in the same mouse model. Automated methods are a rapid and accurate alternative to manual measurement for estimation of mean orientation and angular deviation in myocardial tissue sections. Differences between manual and automated methods may be attributed to the substantially larger number of measurements made by automated methods. Automated methods are particularly appropriate for use in determining local variation in orientation such as focal myofiber disarray associated with FHC. The generality of these methods suggests they may have use in other biological fields such as quantifying cellular alignment.